
Spelling Lesson 27 - The Frog in the Milk Pail 

title  Sentence: A title is the name of a book on its cover. Definition: the name of something  

towel  Sentence: Dry your hands with the fluffy towel. Definition: a piece of cloth used for drying or wiping  

battle  Sentence: They battle one another until the war ends. Definition: to argue or fight or make war  

pedal  Sentence: Use your feet to pedal your bicycle faster. Definition: to use or operate with foot levers  

metal  Sentence: Iron is an example of a metal. Definition: shiny element that conducts heat or electricity  

simple  Sentence: The test was so simple that everyone aced it. Definition: easy to understand or do  

eagle  Sentence: The bald eagle is our national bird. Definition: large bird of prey with a hooked beak  

special  Sentence: The gift was special and one of a kind. Definition: unique, extraordinary, regarded with 
affection 

total  Sentence: Add them together to get the total amount. Definition: encompassing everything  

trouble  Sentence: The low test score will trouble and bother him. Definition: to cause inconvenience or 
distress to  

nickel  Sentence: A nickel is a coin worth five cents. Definition: a coin worth five cents  

gentle  Sentence: The gentle waves lapped softly on the shore. Definition: soft and kind, not harsh  

barrel  Sentence: Crude oil is sold by the barrel.  Definition: large cylindrical container; unit of volume  

model  Sentence: The model of the car was an exact replica. Definition: scale representation of an object  

tangle  Sentence: I combed the tangle out of my snarled hair. Definition: a snarled mess of strands  

ankle  Sentence: Her sprained ankle is too swollen for shoes. Definition: the joint where the lower leg meets 
the foot  

marvel  Sentence: We marvel at the wonders of technology. Definition: to be amazed at or wonder of  

juggle  Sentence: I toss and juggle three balls at one time. Definition: toss and keep many things in the air at 
once  

squirrel  Sentence: The squirrel sat in the tree, eating a nut. Definition: a small animal with a bushy tail  

riddle  Sentence: The answer to the riddle made us laugh. Definition: a joke told in question and answer 
format 


